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Václava Jandečková
THE CASE OF EMANUEL VALENTA, VICE DIRECTOR
OF THE ŠKODA WORKS IN PILSEN, MARCH 1951:
VICTIM OF HIS OWN IDEALS AND OF THE “KÁMEN”
INTELLIGENCE METHOD
Václava Jandečková,
MSc, co-founder of the Association for research of communist crimes, member
of the International PEN Club. Her research interests focus on unexplored
subjects of the history of post-1948 Czechoslovakia. Monographs: KÁMEN.
The Evidence of the Main Player in the False Borders Operation near Všeruby
in Domažlice district; THREE MEN AGAINST TOTALITY; JAN MASARYK
CASE (a new view); for this book the author received the International Special
Prize of Egon Erwin Kisch; FALSE BORDERS. Operation KÁMEN. Victims
and instigators of the most confidential crimes of the State security 1948-1951.
The real-life events described in her books were adapted as a theatre performance entitled Operation KAMEN and staged by Staatsschauspiel Dresden.
Jandečková’s Czech-German exhibition FALSE BORDERS was presented at
the Czech Embassy in Berlin.
Contact: vaclava.jandeckova@zlocinykomunismu.cz
Zusammenfassung:

DER FALL EMANUEL VALENTA, VIZEDIREKTOR DER ŠKODA-WERKE IN PILSEN, MÄRZ 1951:
OPFER SEINER IDEALE UND DER GEHEIMDIENSTLICHEN „KÁMEN“-METHODE
Unmittelbar nach dem kommunistischen Staatsstreich vom Februar 1948 traf die Geheimpolizei der Tschechoslowakei eine Reihe von Maßnahmen. Vorgetäuschte Grenzschranken und falsche deutsche Zollämter mit
US-Offizieren schossen wie Pilze aus dem Boden. Drei Jahrzehnte nach dem Fall des totalitären Regimes
ist es immer noch erstaunlich, wie heimtückisch die Aktion „Kámen“ ablief. Die Staatssicherheit hat sie an
der südwestlichen Staatsgrenze vier Jahre lang unter strengster Geheimhaltung und vollkommener Tarnung
praktiziert. Bis heute ist unbekannt, wie viele Opfer sie forderte und an welchen Orten sie stattfand. Die
im Voraus ausgewählten Opfer hatten nahezu keine Chance, den Hintergrund und die Provokationsabsicht
zu durchschauen. Bei den manipulierten Gerichtsverfahren wurde nicht mit lebenslangen Freiheitsstrafen
gespart. Am 1. März 1951 wurde auf Deutsch ein Protokoll mit dem Vizedirektor der Škodawerke in Pilsen,
Emanuel Valenta, angefertigt. Kurz nach dieser Inszenierung wurde er wieder zur falschen Grenze gebracht.
Für den gar nicht erfolgten Grenzübertritt wurde Valenta zu drei Jahren Freiheitsstrafe verurteilt. Über die
Methode „Kámen“ wurde er nie ins Bild gesetzt. Die Familie entdeckte alles erst, als die Tochter sich 2015
an die Autorin wandte. Obwohl dank der Amerikaner und Stanislav Liška, dem Kommandanten des Korps
für nationale Sicherheit in Všeruby, bereits Mitte 1948 diplomatische Noten zu diesem Vorgang gewechselt
wurden, fanden diese polizeilichen Provokationen mindestens bis Ende 1951 statt. Es gab wahrscheinlich
hunderte von Opfern, obwohl es bis heute lediglich gelungen ist, 40 Fälle zu rekonstruieren. Niemand wurde
für diese verbrecherischen Aktivitäten bestraft.
“Honoured and, to me, Dear Mr. President!” wrote
Emanuel Valenta, director of the Experimental Institute of then Škoda Works, in the middle of 1937,
soon after his nomination as a vice director of the
company. “Your faith and appreciation have become

a powerful stimulus and support to me, as well as a
vital thread refreshing my optimism about life and
my creative courage. I therefore beg you to accept not
only my thanks, but also my really sincere wish for
good health and further success in everything your
37
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2005, his daughter Hana wrote: “He came from an
impoverished background; his father was a railway
shunter. When he finished elementary school, as he
was the oldest of three brothers, his father wanted to
send him to train as a cobbler. My father responded
to this by leaving the house and going to Příbram,
where he started to study at a technical college. He
earned his living by giving private tuition to younger
students and by various occasional jobs.”4

© Emanuel Valenta’s family

heart desires. Good luck. Yours truly, E. Valenta.”1
Valenta was a Doctor of Mining Sciences and simultaneously the only Czechoslovak to be awarded the
Andrew Carnegie Gold Medal, a universalist with
a promising career, the father of two daughters,
inventor, poet and writer. In March 1951, he was to
become a victim of a monstrous entrapment method
called “Kámen”, and so then, the wind blowing into
the sails of his fruitful career took a totally different
direction forever.
Operation “Kámen” was one of the most malicious
methods of the communist State Security (StB),
practiced on the southwest state border between
1948 and 1951. In essence, it consisted of bringing
previously selected victims, who in most cases were
provoked to cross the border illegally, to a false
post of the American military Counter-intelligence
Corps (CIC). There the victims were interrogated in
a foreign language, and asked why they wanted to
leave Czechoslovakia and what kind of activity they
intended to engage in abroad. These victims, who
were either “handed back” under various pretenses or
“accidentally” arrested on their way to their lodgings,
usually never found out until the time of their death
that they had not actually crossed the state border,
even though they were sentenced to several years’
penal servitude for this.2
“Good afternoon, Mrs. Jandečková” – a very
pleasant, but rather shaky voice greeted me on the
phone four years ago. “I have read your book KÁMEN about the stories of 1948. It occurred to me
that my father might also have been the victim of a
similar provocation, since after his release he was
constantly repeating that it was strange to have a sign
Grenzpolizei with ‘c’ [as in Grencpolizei].”3 Hana
Moravcová’s suspicion was that her father had been
arrested in the Všeruby area.
In the 1934 encyclopedia entitled Kulturní
adresář ČSR. Biografický slovník žijících kulturních
pracovníků a pracovnic one can read that the writer
Emanuel Valenta, born in Pilsen on 14 April 1897,
was responsible – as the director of the Experimental
Institute in Pilsen – for organizing technical research,
new production processes, procedures and materials.
In this position, he also devoted himself to patent
protection, controlling and promotion, and simultaneously he participated in the preparation of scientifictechnical publications. What is remarkable is that as
the top manager he actually became a member of the
social and cultural elite through his own efforts. In

Fig. 1: Valenta’s family, from the left: Emanuel
Valenta (1897-1971), brother Stanislav, mother
Berta, brother Jaroslav and father Emanuel.

Valenta already started at the Škoda Works in 1917 as
a technical officer in the iron and metal foundry task
office. After graduating from the Mining University
in Příbram, he took up the position of operational
engineer, and later he was appointed head of metallurgical production. For a short period, he also worked
in Pilsen as a technical manager and as editor of the
journal Český směr. In 1927, Valenta was granted a
Carnegie fund scholarship at the Iron and Steel Institute
in London for the study of fire and corrosion resisting
materials. His theoretical results were then published
in 1930 by the Iron and Steel Institute in London in
Carnegie-Fund-Memoirs under the title Heat and
Acid Resisting Cast Irons With High Chromium and
Carbon Content.5 In May 1931, on the annual congress in London in the presence of Jan Masaryk, he
was nominated by the management of the Iron and
Steel Institute as the first and only Czechoslovak to
be awarded the Carnegie Gold Medal (C.G.M.). He
was given this medal “For Research”.
Valenta was active in literature not only in his
professional area, but he was also prominent in Pilsen
poetry. A new tone then came in, with several young
authors adopting a markedly social orientation in
their work. Valenta chose the pseudonyms Viktor
Ocel or Ante Sibelius. What was also remarkable in

© Emanuel Valenta’s family, illustration by Jan Konůpek
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Fig. 2: Reproduction from the book of lyrical
prose Tiché soumraky by Emanuel Valenta, published under the pseudonym Viktor Ocel.

the 1930s was his effort to use humor in the technical
field. This can be seen, for example, in his cooperation on Spejbl’s Technical Terminology or by his
co-authorship of Josef Skupa’s plays.
His older daughter Hana is certain that he wanted to have a son and that is why he brought her up
in the way he did. During World War II, they used
to mark the advancement of the front according to
London broadcasts, using pins with colored heads
on the carpet. At the school Christmas show in the
1940s, she even had to do Cossack dances because
her father admired “baťuška” Stalin. “He firmly
believed that freedom would come from the East,”
which was according to Moravcová one of his biggest
blunders.6 He was also a great admirer of Mahatma
Gandhi. “I think that he liked people irrespective of
their faults […], he made a volleyball court for us
in the garden, and with his own hands he dug out a
swimming pool and lined it with concrete,” reminisced his older daughter, a national sports champion
and a member of the Hall of Fame in Czechoslovak
volleyball.7
IDEALISTIC PATRIOT
“Later memories after returning from the communist
concentration camp were not cheerful any more,
my father became a sad and melancholic person
who would never confide in me what he had been
through,” confesses Hana.8 However, before we come
to those tragic events, even in connection with the so
far unknown false border and, even now, undetected
building of the “German Customs House”, it is necessary to go back to the beginning, to wade through
mud and dirty puddles from the 1930s and the first
half of the 1940s. We will then understand better the
reason why this remarkable scientist was willing to

leave his family, in order to fall inadvertently into the
hands of criminal agents disguised in the uniforms
of other states.
According to private and publicly available archive materials, Valenta was initially caught up in
his earlier activities in the Protectorate of Bohemia
and Moravia, which Germany had established in
March 1939. As an idealistic patriot, he actually tried
to protect Czech interests through positive actions
towards the Germans. The subsequent allegations of
his inclination towards fascists at that time resulted
rather from a misunderstanding of his rational disposition. All efforts to prove that he collaborated with
fascists came to nothing, but they still managed to
cast a shadow over a person with exceptional talents,
and from this, it was not easy to escape.
Valenta was a member of several technical associations. These included, for example, the Czechoslovak
Foundry Association, the Association of Czechoslovak
Engineers, the Iron and Steel Institute in London
and other foundry associations in America, France
and Germany. In 1934, he already withdrew from
the association Verein deutscher Eisenhüttenleute
in Düsseldorf, “as soon as the association started to
adopt Nazi principles.”9 However, on 6 August 1945
the Police Headquarters in Pilsen issued a criminal
complaint against Valenta for the very reason that he
was accused of collaborating with the Germans from
1939 right up to 1941. When Valenta was given the
opportunity after the end of World War II to express
his opinion about this unpleasant matter, he first stated
that when the Germans occupied his country, after
an agreement with the leader of the works council
at the Experimental Institute of the Škoda Works, of
which he was the director, he registered for “national
and cultural work in the Nationale Gemeinschaft”
(= National Community), the only political party
permitted in the Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia.10
In Pilsen, Valenta was appointed as a cultural leader,
but he remained in this position only until about the
end of 1941 when he apparently withdrew altogether
with public activities, since he was disgusted by the
development of the political climate. “I signed up for
the given position in good faith,” Valenta explained
in July 1945, “that I would be able to do something
good for the Czech cause.”11
It turned out, however, that the criminal accusation
was related to the reinvestigation of activities within
the framework of the Czech Union for Cooperation
with Germans, where Valenta had also been active.
39
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Nevertheless, it should be added that he managed to
use his contacts skillfully in all sorts of intercessions,
for example for the release of prisoners. He was
known for enjoyment of social activities, he devoted
himself actively to music and during his professional
work, he established a social program, which included entertainment. It was no wonder then that in the
Pilsen region he was greatly sought-after and was
very honored and popular in both professional and
cultural areas. He also maintained his position and
reputation as the owner of a number of patents for
the manufacturing of objects with special properties.
With regard to his position as a cultural official,
in October 1939 Valenta was asked to help with the
establishment of a preparatory committee within
the Czech Union for Cooperation with Germans.
In accordance with the statute, it was a cultural
association which could serve as a suitable means
of helping Czech citizens. Valenta was appointed
as district leader in Pilsen and he remained in that
position until the German attack on the Soviet Union
in June 1941. “I resigned from that position partly
for the reason that the results of our activities were
becoming smaller because the Germans had absolutely no understanding of honest coexistence and
interaction in general, as they did not trust us, and
there was also the concern that we would be pulled
into a situation that we could not fully justify to the
nation,” Valenta explained during his interrogation
at the Police Headquarters in Pilsen in 1945, soon
after his arrest on 3 July.12
At the time of the investigation, Valenta was put
in the men’s prison in Bory. The detailed interrogation at the Police Headquarters in Pilsen, where the
information about his suspected collaboration had
already arrived on 21 June, was conducted by the
district criminal inspector Vojtěch Trhlík, who was
interested in every detail. The record of the July interrogation amounted to seven pages. Probably the
most sensitive matter was the accusation that Valenta
was also a member of the Czech national socialist
camp or fascist movement called Vlajka (Flag). To
this, however, the doctor of mining sciences noted:
“a politically informed person must realize that I
could not be a member of Vlajka, since I was a public
official in the National Community and the Czech
Union for Cooperation with Germans, and Vlajka
was publicly attacking these institutions, calling
them clowns.”13 He added that he even had proof
about his work against Vlajka.
40

“I BELIEVED FIRMLY THAT ONCE THESE
THINGS ARE JUDGED THEY WILL BE
CONSIDERED FAIRLY AND RECOGNIZED
BY THE NATION.”
It is interesting that on 6 August 1945 not only
was a criminal complaint against Valenta made,
but also that a favorably sounding final report was
issued bearing the same date. It cannot be denied
that Trhlík, its author, attempted to judge the whole
case objectively. A thorough investigation proved
that Valenta personally intervened in a number of
cases on behalf of persons imprisoned in Germany.
In the same way, it was confirmed that he supported
financially a number of families whose members
had been arrested by the Gestapo. In some cases,
this involved regular contributions for child support
amounting to thousands of crowns.
However, there remained a major problem. Indeed,
Valenta went – apparently in response to an appeal
on the radio – to the town hall in Pilsen where the
Vlajka group had just began to establish itself. The
interrogator Trhlík recorded this event and Valenta’s
explanation of it in the following words: “He admitted his membership […] only after the incriminating
circumstances were mentioned which gave evidence
of his membership of Vlajka. Even then his confession was not full and he sought to argue that he did
not know, while signing the application form, that
it was for the afore-mentioned Vlajka group.”14 But
a thorough investigation did not prove that Valenta
had engaged in any activity in the fascist movement
or that he was a staunch supporter. It turned out
that he was excluded immediately for not paying a
contribution.
An officer of the Czechoslovak Air Force, Adolf
Adámek, involved in the Anti-Nazi Resistance Movement, provided an interesting piece of evidence
during the investigation. He confirmed the testimony
of the accused and added: “Ing. Valenta offered me
hidden guns and ammunition that would be made
available in case of need. […] I was well aware that
he was an official in the Czech Union for Cooperation
with Germans […]. Ing. Valenta admitted that this
position would leave some marks on him and said
that he would rather sacrifice himself and would
always take responsibility for his actions before the
Czech nation […] He was saying expressly that his
activity was intended to keep the Germans convinced
that the Czech nation was willing to cooperate with
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them, but this was only a pretense, and the task was
to keep the Czech nation together, so that it was not
persecuted so cruelly by the Germans and was capable of resistance when the right moment came.”15
One of the most interesting passages in the record written together with Valenta on 26 July 1945
concerned the Soviet Union. As director of the Experimental Institute at the Škoda Works, he was party
to numerous military secrets of the Czechoslovak
state and allied states as early as 1931. He therefore
pointed out to the interrogator that he had done a
great deal of work for the armament and the defense
of the homeland, particularly in the little-known
area of war equipment such as armored vehicles,
cannon ammunition or border fortification. The
following part of Valenta’s testimony gives a very
strange impression: “One of the most significant
demonstrations of my real activities (relating to the
time when I was a member of the Czech Union for
Cooperation with Germans) is my real cooperation
with the Soviet military committee at the Škoda
Works, with whom, thanks to my fluent Russian, I
worked as a liaison officer […] It had already been
decided that I would go to Russia with a group of
colleagues, in order to become the head of a large
steelwork for the manufacture of heavy armored
vehicles according to my patents.”16
Valenta was aware that his role of cooperating
with Germans was unpopular. Nevertheless, he felt
that it was right to take the opportunity to protect
the cultural and economic values of his nation. In
the final report, the interrogator qualified Valenta’s
conduct as deeply patriotic. The overall investigation did not find any circumstances that would make
Valenta guilty of collaboration. “He put not only
himself, but also his family in great danger from the
Nazi regime. His patriotic and social feelings and
actions were also confirmed by his 63 subordinate
employees of the Experimental Institute,” the district
criminal inspector Trhlík added.17 Everything seemed
to be going in the right direction.
THE DOCTOR OF MINING SCIENCES
AGAIN BEHIND BARBED WIRE
“Dr. Ing. Emanuel Valenta, born on 14 April 1897
in Pilsen, Masarykova 102, is to be released immediately,” said the final report of the Pilsen Police
Headquarters on 22 August 1945, sent to the administration of the Regional Court Prison.18 One day

before that, even the head of the legal department
of the National Committee in Pilsen had agreed
with this procedure. However, this amounted to
nothing more than releasing Valenta provisionally
and investigating him while he was at liberty. It was
even considered that he would be able to return to
his original job, but not all his former colleagues
were able to agree to that. The evidence of this is a
letter of 1 October 1945 with appended signatures
of some sort of “criminal commission” of the works
council. A few dozen persons then joined the request
to reopen a proper investigation of Valenta’s case.19
According to Valenta’s later information, a targeted
pressure was apparently applied, but the reason was
obvious, since he could not be considered reliable for
the state because of his chairmanship of the Union
for Cooperation with Germans.
Less than three months later, on 14 January 1946,
the investigating magistrate of the extraordinary
People’s Court at the Regional Court in Pilsen notified the local directorate of the SNB (= National
Security Corps) about the launching of a preparatory
investigation against Valenta and placing him on a
proper court remand. Within ten days, a request for
his immediate arrest was prepared.20 As it turned
out, however, and a called military doctor confirmed
this, the former vice director of Škoda Works was
not capable of even being transported, let alone put
in custody. He was actually sent straight for surgery
because of an acute inguinal hernia, and it took several weeks before he recovered. In the meantime,
some information reached the police from one of the
Pilsen military units. It was obtained by interrogating
another person, and according to this Valenta was
allegedly working as a regional leading official of
the Czech Association of Warriors in Pilsen, which
he says is true.21 It actually had been another organization collaborating with the occupying power, and
one of its pillars in the period of the Protectorate
Bohemia and Moravia was the very Czech Union for
Cooperation with Germans. Moreover, in the Archive
of the Security Forces a copy of Valenta’s letter, in
German, from the end of March 1944 is preserved.
In this letter, the writer even added to his letterhead
his position as vice director, given as Kreisleiter des
Tschechischen Kriegerverbandes Pilsen.22
On 28 May 1946, Valenta was declared fit for
custody, in spite of numerous depressive episodes,
and he was arrested and transported to the detention
camp in Třemošná. However, he was still suffering
41
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the after-effects of his surgery, and so on 2 September
he was released with the agreement of the investigating magistrate. The pursuit of the investigation
of his activities had not died down even a year later.
In April 1947, the Ministry of the Interior submitted
a request because Valenta’s name appeared on the
list of former Gestapo informers, apparently with
the addition that he was a “member of Vlajka”.23 On
3 May 1947, the files on Valenta were forwarded to
the Regional Court for reconsideration.
Only six months later, when Valenta was already
working in Slovakia, the district criminal inspectors Jan Brejcha and Vojtěch Vondrák completed a
thorough investigation and sent their report to the
prosecuting authorities in Pilsen. At their disposal,
they then had not only Valenta’s correspondence
about calling meetings, but also for example a
copy of a specific report about their actual course.
It appears that public activity gradually pulled
Valenta into the roles in which his friends and the
closest people certainly did not want to see him.
It also came out that Valenta had already become
a member of the Czech Association of Warriors
in Pilsen in the middle of 1940. He then worked
in this organization as its regional leader from
the beginning of 1942, and as such, he called, for
example, a meeting in Měšťanská beseda, which
took place on 17 May 1942 in the presence of 180
persons. From the report about its course, it can be
recognized in what spirit and to whose advantage it
was organized. “The public meeting was opened at
10.20 a.m. by the director Ing. Valenta in the hall
decorated with pictures of the Fuhrer A. Hitler and
the President of the state E. Hácha, and with the
flags of the Reich Protectorate. […] During the
performance of the song ‘Kameradlied’ the director
remembered warriors fallen at the front, in whose
memory those present paid tribute with their right
arm raised.”24
On 5 December 1947, the Regional StB office in
Pilsen received another request from the Ministry
of the Interior to check Valenta’s public activities
during the war. In fact, that was a directive coming
directly from the officer of the Ministry of the Interior in Bratislava, since in the meantime Valenta was
employed as the head of the experimental department
of Mining and Metallurgic Works in Trnava.25 After
procuring all the information collected by the Slovak
partners, including the suspicion that “he was wearing the badge of the Vlajka members,” the Prague
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Ministry of the Interior asked the Pilsen StB to send
all the details of Valenta’s case that were available
and a possible result of the prosecution.
Ten days passed and the Head of the Regional StB
office in Pilsen sent a five-page response to the VIIth
Department of the Ministry of the Interior in Prague.
Further interesting information can be found in this.
After the strange signing up to the Vlajka group on
15 March 1939, Valenta allegedly participated in
another four of their meetings. According to (albeit
unverified) information, but “a confidential finding
at that time, local officials of Vlajka already labelled
him before the occupation as a suitable candidate for
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry in the new
government,” as is written in the thorough and – it
seems – also fairly objectively handled report for
the Ministry of the Interior.26 An important addition
is the information about a formal termination of
Valenta’s position as the District Head in the Czech
Union for Cooperation with Germans. It happened
at the committee meeting of this organization on
8 January 1942. From that time on, he no longer
worked there. There was no recommendation for
his senior executive position in Slovakia at the end
of the report. Valenta was apparently not reliable.
“HE WILL TELL EVERYTHING ONCE HE
IS ON THE OTHER SIDE”
Another report available from the Archive of the
Security Forces, concerning Emanuel Valenta, is
dated 26 April 1948. It is quite clear from this that
by then the Doctor of Mining Sciences had become
an object of interest to the intelligence officers of
the Ministry of the Interior. In the letterhead its department 701-A was given and below it a reference
number marked section III/Aa.27 The information
from Valenta’s closest circles became significant.
The intelligence department “Z” at the Regional StB
office in Pilsen was therefore asked not only to check
Valenta from the national and political point of view
and his public reliability, but extreme importance was
also placed on tracking down his personal contacts
and family situation.
A comprehensive answer was not far off. Valenta
lived in his villa with his wife Anna, née Emrová,
the Pilsen intelligence branch stated at the beginning of the report, including identification data for
the daughters Hana and Emanuela. There was also
information about other persons who Valenta met or
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planned to do business with. The new investigation
also found out that Valenta worked in Slovakia later,
again in an experimental welding institute in Bratislava. Nevertheless, in compliance with the small
retribution decree, the current case at the Regional
Court in Pilsen was still not completed.28
At the end of 1948, an agent with the code name
“Franta” submitted a handwritten report that Yugoslavia was interested in Valenta and that he could
even “vanish”.29 Six months later, some information
arrived at the Regional StB Headquarters in Pilsen
saying that in the forest outside the city a car with
an unknown man behaving suspiciously had been
spotted – and that he had a large quantity of papers
in the car. According to the number-plate of the car, it
was Valenta’s.30 Within three weeks after this event,
it was therefore deemed necessary to find somebody
among his colleagues, personal friends or social
contacts to collaborate with the operatives of State
Security. Valenta’s activities should be monitored
and the surroundings elaborated, so to speak.
The last report on Valenta for a long time is dated
2 June 1949. Then the monitoring of his activities
either died down or the archival documents for a period
of almost two years disappeared. At the same time,
the narrative in evaluating his personality started to
grow in strength, rudeness and expediency. “In 1947,
he took over a workshop from the Macho Company,
repaired it and began to work there on his invention of
casting sliding bearings with high-frequency current.
[…] Valenta does not have a positive attitude to the
present people’s democratic regime in our state. He
is a supporter of the former bourgeois class. He is a
typical bourgeois.”31 Capturing Valenta’s surroundings was performed successfully; a detailed report
was obtained from several information sources,
independent of each other.

© Archiv města Plzeň
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Another instance – and this time a turning point
in the lives of Emanuel Valenta and his family –
occurred in February/March 1951. The Regional
StB Headquarters in Pilsen were clear on his future
fate by that time, because all further events were the
responsibility of Comrade Hubert Budín. As a person
who pretended brilliantly that he had contacts abroad
and knew how to help with illegal border crossings,
this young “resistance fighter” visited Josef Klér from
Pilsen, a real member of the local illegal underground,
on 23 February 1951. Klér was happy to meet him
again after a long time, since he was worried whether
his new “accomplice” had been arrested. At the same
time Klér, who also knew Valenta, had no idea that
in fact he was being watched by two agents.
“When I told him,” said Hubert Budín of the
Regional StB Headquarters in Pilsen the following
day in his record of the meetings, “that it was possible to undertake the crossing on Thursday or Friday
of the following week, he expressed great pleasure
and started to get dressed saying that we would go
to Valenta in Doubravka. We found Valenta in his
workshop. […] I told him to take with him everything
that is important to us (across the border), all plans he
had or if he had some gold, and put it all in a smaller
case. To this he said that he had some plans and he
trusted me, but asked me not to pry as he would say
everything only when he reached the other side.”32

Fig. 3: Functionalist villa on Masaryk’s Avenue
in Pilsen, 1933. After the forced eviction of
Valenta’s family, a kindergarten was established there.

Fig. 4a and 4b: Hubert Budín (left) was transferred
in 1952 from the Regional StB Headquarters in
Pilsen to Rokycany. Josef Matějka was transferred in 1956 to the Czechoslovak intelligence,
graduated from an intelligence school in the
USSR, and in 1965, was sent to the Czechoslovak
residence in Den Haag.

Valenta then informed Budín that his lady-friend
would also go with them, and so it should not be so
conspicuous when a woman is in the car with them.
In response to the question how much their guide
will charge, Budín answered that there would only
43
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OPERATION “DŘEVORUBEC” (LUMBERJACK)
On 27 February 1951, exactly two days before carrying out the operation “Dřevorubec” by using the
“Kámen” method, the Regional StB Headquarters in
Pilsen prepared a plan tailored exactly to the needs
of Emanuel Valenta and his supposed lady-friend. It
is definitely worth quoting here this top-secret document in which the roles of all the protagonists of the
prepared theatrical performance are recorded: “On 1
March 1951 at 4 p.m., Budín will leave Pilsen with
Valenta and his lover in the car of the car transporter
Šafařík (Budín acts as an agent.) The journey in the
car of Šafařík will go through Tachov into the village
of Lučina. The road in front of Šafařík’s car will be
cleared by a StB agent who will drive his Škoda
Tudor and his base will be directly in Lučina. […]
His task will be to clear the road for the group from
any possible inspection by foresters and forestry
staff. Budín with Valenta and his lover will walk
from Lučina in the direction of Spálenec and beyond
the first anti-tank barrier, they will turn right to the
forest path. (It is about 1 ½ hours walk.) Here, the
agent who clears the whole route for the group will
be hidden. Budín will then continue on the forest
path up to the stream with a little bridge which will
constitute the state border. They will cross the bridge
and walk about another 20 meters, and Budín will
return to Lučina from where he will be taken to the
division in Tachov. Within about 70 meters from the
bridge, Valenta and his lover will be awaited by 2
agents in Grenzpolizei uniforms who will perform
the detention. Then they will take Valenta and his
lover to the road (about ½ hour walk), where a jeep
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with a driver will be posted. After that, they will be
taken to the prepared customs house at the border
guard services in Jalový Dvůr. Comrades Beneš and
Filip will be safeguarding the surroundings in front
of this ‘customs house’. Comrade Svoboda will be
expecting the refugees, he will conduct the interrogation. […] After completing the interrogation, the
members of the ‘grenzpolizei’ will take away all the
valuable objects/gold, money and watches (feigned
greed), with the exception of the plans, and will take
the detainees back to the false border (bridge) where
they will shoot up in the air several times. Within
half an hour, a border guard services patrol will come
to the alleged border and after a short bargaining
will take over Valenta and his lover and take them
to Lučina, where one of the guards will pretend to
go and call the StB. Within half an hour, the Tudor
car with our agent will come to Lučina and that one
will take over the arrested persons and drive them
to Tachov and Pilsen.”36
© Státní okresní archiv Tachov

be the expenses he would have during the journey, as
he is doing the job out of conviction. Regardless of
this, Valenta promised to reward him appropriately.33
Three days later the preparations for the “crossing”,
for which Valenta paid Budín 3,000 crowns, were well
underway. There is also proof of a bizarre request
of Chief Constable Josef Matějka, the commander
of the second counter-intelligence department at
the Regional StB Headquarters in Pilsen, “to have
a wooden board made of dimensions 40 x 30 cm
and to borrow black paint for writing an inscription
on the board.”34 Moreover, we know from Valenta’s
telling his daughter Hana that on the day of his arrest
there was also the grammatically incorrect inscription
“Deutsche Grencpolizei” on the board.35

Fig. 5: Valenta and his false smuggler walked
several kilometers to the real border, but only
got as far as Pavlova Hut’, to the bridge on
Sklářský potok (in the photo).

On 28 February, in accordance with the plan, the
Regional StB Headquarters in Pilsen requested the
border guard services No. 8356 (a code name of 12th
border brigade in Planá u Mariánských Lázní) to
clear several kilometers of the road from Tachov to
Pavlova Huť and from Pavlova Hut’‚ to Jalový Dvůr.
The operation, planned down to the last detail, was
supposed to start at 7 p.m. and finish the following
day at half an hour past midnight. At least 15 members
of the security force might have participated in the
whole operation. It is surprising that only with the
arrival at the false German customs house, which
had been arranged in the building of the so-called
Zámeček in Jalový Dvůr, did Valenta suspect that
something was wrong. He could speak six languages,
and so it was impossible not to notice the misspelled
inscription. However, he was gradually suppressing

© Zdeněk Procházka
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Fig. 6: Shortly after crossing the false border
in Pavlova Hut’, Valenta was taken to Jalový
Dvůr within about 15 kilometers, along the state
border to the North.

some other victims of these provocations, he wisely
refused to name and describe concrete persons from
Czechoslovakia. Not a word was mentioned about
the information concerning state secrets or anything
that might damage the defense of the state. As is
also evident from the translation of the statement
into Czech, in the same way, just in case, there was
no criticism of the current communist regime and
its representatives, which caused displeasure among
the organizers of the trap.
“I came to Germany in order to start a new life,”
Valenta explained during the interrogation in the
false German customs house. He planned to leave
for India where he had been offered a position as an
expert in a technological experimental institute. In
the statement, translated into Czech, the following
is written: “‘you do not have to worry that I am a
communist spy […] I think that even the plans I have
here will be of interest to the CIC.’ […] Comment:
The aim of the interrogation was only superficial,
since the above-mentioned person assumed after his
arrival at the Granzeipolizei [sic] that he was not on
German territory and changed his opinion only when
he was spoken to in perfect German,” as Svoboda,
one member of the Regional StB Headquarters in
Pilsen, added to Valenta’s statement.37

Fig. 7: From 1 January 1951 until the end of
September 1953, a total of 278 persons were
detained near Planá for attempting to cross
illegally the border into Bavaria.

his doubts – evidently because the interrogator
spoke like a native speaker. Nobody noticed his
mistakes in the report, and who would have actually
thought that the whole thing was only a game? An
extensive statement from Valenta suggests that he
was speaking openly, but still carefully, and unlike

Fig. 8: Zámeček in Jalový Dvůr. The villa contained a residence belonging to the municipal
forest in Planá and the squad of the Border
Guards in Jalový Dvůr. Jaroslav Hakr was interrogated here, too.

In order to avoid disclosure of the hitherto smoothly
functioning operation, on 5 March 1951 exact instructions were drawn up for the subsequent interrogation
of Valenta, namely how to carry it out and what to
avoid. The secret report with instructions, intended for
the sixth department, was signed by the commander
of the second department of the same Headquarters,
Chief Constable Josef Matějka. The indicated way of
coordinating the case in effect fulfills the words of
the then notorious StB commander Antonín Prchal
45
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Fig. 9: Aerial view of the former village Jalový Dvůr in 2011. The arrow is pointing at the spot
where Zámeček (the false German customs house) stood. In the middle of the 1960s, the buildings
were bulldozed. Zámeček disappeared completely around 1972.

Fig. 10: Layout of Jalový Dvůr, including the
names of the original German population. Zámeček
or Forester’s House can be found under letter E.
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from 1962, which indicate an extensive use of such
illegal practices and therefore logically a very high
number of victims. Prchal then still tried to misinterpret grossly the wrongdoing or his share in these
operations at the General Prosecutor’s Office, which
was investigating the forms of operative work of
the members of the Ministry of the Interior in the
early communist period. Prchal actually claimed that
operations using the “Kámen” method started only
in 1949 and were forbidden in the following year.38

Fig. 11: First page of the statement of Emanuel
Valenta made during the interrogation at the
false German customs house. It was handwritten
by the member of the Regional StB Headquarters,
Karel Svoboda, born in 1913 in Dortmund.

“As some officers from the Regional Headquarters
in Karlovy Vary were cooperating in this operation,”
as Prchal described his allegedly first operation
“Kámen” from 1949, “this practice got out and
about all regions in Bohemia, particularly in Pilsen,
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sing to allow him to cross the border, we decided to
enable Valenta to cross the border and will perform
Operation ‘Dřevorubec’ (by analogy to Operation
Kámen).”40 Chief Constable Matějka, who signed
the report on behalf of the regional commander and
probably also prepared it, said that it was necessary
to find out whether Valenta was linked to some other
illegal group, why he is threatened with arrest and
what intelligence and inventions he intends to take
with him abroad. Of course, he described down to the
last detail how Valenta and his agent travelled from
Lučina towards the alleged border. There was also the
description of the journey in the jeep to the prepared
house in Jalový Dvůr where Valenta underwent an
interrogation in German. After midnight, having been
robbed of his money and all his valuables, Valenta
was again taken in a rough manner and transported
about 15 kilometers back to Pavlova Huť, where he
was arrested.
“Here our authorities in the uniforms of Grenzpolicei [sic] fired five shots, in order to attract the
attention of the administration of the border guards
unit,” continued Matějka in an elaborate report for
his Prague colleagues. “Within half an hour, three
officials were standing by at the false border where
the handover of Valenta was performed for cigarettes
and food that the border guards unit authorities were
supposed to bring the following day to the members
of the German border guards at a designated place.
[…] After the handover, Valenta was taken to Lučina
where one member of the border guards unit went
to telephone the StB in Tachov (fictitious). […] Valenta is certain that he was on German territory and
being interrogated by the Grenzpolicei [sic] and he
is annoyed because of them robbing him, which will
help us in the further investigation.”41

© Václava Jandečková

Budějovice and Ústí nad Labem. Officers in these
headquarters then started these operations as mass
activities. […] I am sure that operation ‘Kámen’ was
later misused at the regional StB Headquarters in
the sense that this method was used as a stereotype
instead of the agency elaboration. This led to the ban
of the operation ‘Kámen’ in 1950. Another reason
why it could not be carried out any longer was the
fact that border guards were introduced in 1950.”39
However, it is evident from a thorough analysis of
Valenta’s case, that the border guard services actually
collaborated actively with regional headquarters
when asked. Through a comprehensive study of other
cases (cf. endnote 2, below) it can even be illustrated
that, thanks to the organization of activities such as
operation “Kámen” at lower regional levels of the
State Security, including their collaboration with
subordinate and superior departments, there were
ironically many more pieces of evidence preserved
about the illegal nature of such intelligence work.
With the growing numbers of cases, it was naturally
important to send requests and reports of a different
nature in several directions and to save and improve
the entire written agenda in an appropriate way. If it
has been possible for everything to be saved to this
day, then it is possible to reconstruct the depths of
the otherwise top-secret intelligence games.
It does not seem that in Valenta’s case the Regional
StB Headquarters in Pilsen required any assistance
from operatives at the Ministry of the Interior. It is,
however, also true that the Headquarters sent a very
detailed report about carrying out the provocative
operation, including justification of using the particular operational methods, to the II sector of the
StB Headquarters in Prague. The secret report of a
total of three pages captured all the moments from
the linking of the StB agents to the member of an
alleged illegal organization in Pilsen, Josef Klér,
to Valenta’s intention to leave for India, and the
detailed performance of the intelligence game right
up to handing Valenta “back” to the Czechoslovak
organs and the description of his feelings.
“Valenta indicated,” the report of 5 March 1951
for the II sector of the StB Headquarters in Prague
said, “that he would take with him the plan of a
machine gun with a high rate of fire, which is his
invention, some samples of metal compounds and
various engineering inventions. For the reason that
our two agents, who are linked to Klér, might be
revealed or might lose Valenta’s trust through refu-

Fig. 12: Pavlova Hut’, 20 August 2016: Hana Moravcová (older daughter of Emanuel Valenta) onsite at the false border, with Miloslav Tomášek,
former forester in Jalový Dvůr.
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SERIES OF INTERROGATIONS OF
EMANUEL VALENTA
“Proceed carefully during the interrogation as the
crossing was carried out by our authorities and no
evidence found by them must be used directly during
the interrogation,” Matějka warned the sixth department, whose commander was Lieutenant Ludvík
Rataj.43 The interrogation was supposed to be carried
out in the standard way. It should have focused on
the reasons why Valenta actually attempted an illegal
border-crossing, who helped him in the escape, who
took him across the border, what his intentions were
in Germany, what the journey was like, if he had any
weapons, if he was in contact with anybody from
abroad and what things he was taking with him. It
was absolutely necessary to ask him these questions,
although the StB already had the answers to them.
That, however, Valenta could not suspect. Apart from
that, it was necessary to ensure that the arrested person would not by chance meet his “smuggler” or a
“German officer” in the hall. Chief Constable Matějka
therefore also requested, “that care was taken while
taking Valenta for the interrogation, so that he did
not see the staff of the local Headquarters, namely
comrades Budín, Janouškovec, Svoboda, [Josef]
Hrádek, Josef Voves.”44 The further investigation was
supposed to be carried out by both departments of
the Regional Headquarters in Pilsen in cooperation.
Immediately during the first days after Valenta’s
arrest, detailed lists were written of everything he
had on him, or rather a list of personal belongings
and an extra list of valuables. Some of the things
confiscated were later handed over to the financial
department at the United National Committee in Pilsen, together with the corresponding list, but without
mentioning the way in which it had been confiscated
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and without the name of the original owner. On the
list of valuables, there was first also the Carnegie
Gold Medal – its further fate is, however, unknown.
Starting on 6 March, all interrogations were taken
down in almost everyday records, which were describing the interrogation technique and the physical and
mental condition of the person being interrogated.
The group number three from the sixth department
of the Regional StB Headquarters in Pilsen, investigating Valenta, was led by Constable Otto Blažek,
who also signed personally every report. “Today the
above-mentioned person was brought in and a short
interview was conducted,” Blažek wrote down on
6 March 1951. “As he is ill, he was given permission
to go to the doctor tomorrow, and it should be pointed
out that we treat him like humans in the hope of his
correct attitude and confession. In this short interview
it was confirmed that the above-mentioned truly believes that he was handed over by the German police
and complains how badly he was treated.”45 Most of
all the StB officials were interested in his work on
the high-performance machine gun, which of course
could not be implied to Valenta in a direct question,
since he would realize he had been monitored for a
longer time. Moreover, with a slight exaggeration,
this particular invention might have been one of the
main reasons why Valenta actually found himself at
the false border.
© Emanuel Valenta’s family

Nothing was allowed to go wrong, and nothing did
go wrong since, even as late as 2015, nothing was
known about the carrying out of operation “Kámen”
on Emanuel Valenta. This is because, like tens or
perhaps hundreds of other Kámen victims, his case
was filed in the statistical record of those arrested
during an unsuccessful attempt to cross the border.
After all, even the standard form of the so-called
“Record of arrest (detention)” said that Valenta was
arrested at half past five a.m. “in Pilsen at the StB
Headquarters for an attempt to cross illegally the
state border from ČSR to Germany.”42

Fig. 13: The Andrew Carnegie Gold Medal, bestowed upon Emanuel Valenta by the London Iron
and Steel Institute in 1931.

The interrogation on 10 March lasted several hours.
The interrogators “endeavored” to get out of Valenta
more about an alleged illegal group, which was supposed to help him escape. Valenta, however, claimed
more or less truthfully that he did not know anything
and briefly outlined the course of the journey right up
to the “border”. In the course of every interrogation,
the interrogators were also monitoring and recording
accurately whether Valenta had by any chance seen
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through their ruse with the false customs house. “In
his answer to the question what he had patents for,”
Blažek wrote in the report, “he does not want to admit
that he was also working on a machine gun, which
has been confirmed by the agency, but this cannot be
suggested to him.”46 Three days later, the situation
was not different. The interrogation started at 8 a.m.
as usual and lasted five hours. It was deliberately implied to Valenta what a heavy sentence he could get.
It could, however, be lower if he apparently helped
them to clarify certain facts. Nevertheless, Valenta
did not give evidence about what the interrogators
were interested in.47
A negotiation with the colleagues from the second
department was agreed for the afternoon of 13 March,
where the following steps were supposed to be stipulated. After agreeing with them, the interrogation
was supposed to aim at the explanation of Valenta’s
statement from a private correspondence that “he is
a collaborator of a special style.” The interrogation
should have continued in a gentle manner, “in order,
in particular, to get close to the plans of the machine
gun […] He is very nationally oriented (Czechness),
which will also be used to win over his person.”48
The following day the interrogation was conducted,
using police jargon, in an offensive way. Valenta was
interrogated even about the plan of the legendary
Bren machine gun, “which he was supposed to take
across.” It was, however, still not possible to use direct
arguments, and so Valenta only admitted that “in his
experiments, he was also working on the material
for the barrels of the Bren machine gun, which was
taken to England by a certain [Eduard] Outrata.”49
According to the report of 15 March, the investigators were searching even in old issues of the
journal Nová doba, since they wanted to find articles
published allegedly by Valenta under the pseudonym
Ocel. They did not find anything. As for the machine
gun, Valenta apparently only supervised the tests. It
was clear to Constable Blažek how to deal with the
arrested. “It would be good to give him two years in
a camp, where they would re-educate him a little, and
then give him full opportunity to use his talents for
our state, since he has a lot of technical experience
that would very much help in our five-year plan,
particularly in metallurgical materials.”50
The following day a so-called interrogation
transcript was already being prepared. It is revealed
in this report where, apart from other matters, it is
noted that Valenta will be judged separately from

the illegal group, one member of which was allegedly Josef Klér. The interrogators started to believe
that Valenta really did not know him. The arrested
person was supposed to be prepared thoroughly for
the interrogation transcript, the main consideration
being to “persuade him that he really committed
high treason and espionage, which he still doubts,”
noted Blažek.51 That is to say, that Valenta had so far
admitted only that he wanted to leave Czechoslovakia
in his own interest. Nevertheless, the interrogators
sensed that Valenta would most likely cooperate and
so, as the report states, they allowed him to smoke
three cigarettes a day from his own supply.
“He is reconciled with his case and believes that
he will be given the chance to amend,” as the report
of 17 March 1951 described at that moment.52 It took
several days to create the interrogation transcript.
21 March was then designated only for the drafting
of a criminal charge. In the meantime, a reference
concerning a cleansing decree of January 1949 also
appeared in the documents, which was even confirmed later during the interrogation of Valenta’s
wife. According to the report of 20 March, the decree reached Valenta in one of the hardest periods
in his life. Unfortunately, it was two days late, and
he therefore did not take up the post, although this
had finally been agreed for him with the director of
the Czechoslovak metallurgical plant, Dr. Jičínský.
Another candidate was appointed. “Valenta would
like to work for our state and relies on Dr. Jičínský
who, after an agreement with us, could discuss the
case of Valenta with the Minister of Industry, so
that Valenta’s creative work could be used for our
industry,” speculated Blažek. He pointed out with a
degree of understanding that was quite unusual for
that time, that Valenta did not carry out his escape
because of any political hatred.53
“IT IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE TO COME
BACK AFTER THE SITUATION HERE
CHANGES.”
On 29 March, the almost closed case took a new turn.
Constable Blažek was present at the interrogation
of Josef Klér who said that he knew Valenta well.
He even possessed some hidden correspondence
from him. In addition, the following day Klér
mentioned Valenta’s intimate friend Šídlová, who
was originally also supposed to leave the country.
At the same time, Klér himself did not even know
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that Valenta had been arrested. Blažek therefore
suggested that Šídlová and Valenta’s wife Anna
should also be interrogated. They were also supposed to remain convinced for a certain time that
Valenta had managed to escape.
The private correspondence was found; it included,
for example, a letter of Valenta’s wife Anna from the
summer of 1950. Apparently, Valenta then wanted
to leave with her. It is quite clear from the four-page
handwritten text what difficult times people were
going through then and what difficult decisions lay
ahead of them. “What I am going to write to you is
risky,” Anna Valentová stated in an undated letter. “We
will hide things with friends; sell something in order
to have money for the journey and leave. Anyway, I
will not be happy either here or somewhere else, but
our children still need me and you struggle to live
on a low income here and the years are passing by.
If you did that on your own, they would still take
everything from us here. […] It is always possible
to come back after the situation here changes.”54
Leaving the country was then abandoned – perhaps
because already from the beginning of 1950, strange
messages, always signed Světlonoš or with the abbreviation S.N., were accumulating around Valenta.
Some of them were actually found among his private
correspondence, which Klér pointed out. Valenta later
explained that he wanted to keep them so his children
knew one day how hunted he was and how difficult
it was to live and work in Czechoslovakia. The letter
of Anna Valentová and several explanations from
her husband imply that their life together had been
affected by several years of financial and emotional
crises. Valenta even disclosed to his interrogator
that he succumbed to alcohol and was considering
a divorce.
“She will be interviewed on Tuesday 10 about
her husband, so that she could then write to him
and get some clothes,” wrote “caring” Blažek in his
report of 5 April 1951.55 On the same day, the exact
instructions on which points to interrogate Valentová
were issued. She was supposed to be interrogated by
a so-called intervention group at the Regional StB
Headquarters in Pilsen. “With the above-mentioned,
an information report will be written down, straight
to the point, without CV,” ordered the commander of
VI department, Lieutenant Rataj, “and she will sign
a declaration that she must not talk with her friends
or at home about the things she was asked here.”56
The fact that her husband had been detained for a
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“criminal offence against the people’s democratic
regime,” Valentová learned only two days later.
“BUT YOU ARE NOT AND WILL NOT BE
ALONE!”
Leaving aside Valenta’s daughters, who were at the
time of his attempt to emigrate 14 and 17 years old,
there was one more woman who cared very much
about his fate. Her first name cannot be found in the
volumes registered by the StB, but the repressive
security apparatus managed to obtain a letter, which
leaves no doubt about the deep emotional feelings that
this person had for Emanuel Valenta. Mrs. Šídlová,
however, evidently did not find the courage to go
with him into the unknown. “I am proud of you,
more than ever, that you managed to go into the
battle alone. But you are not and will not be alone!
I would die without you. It is only temporary. Be
strong, do not worry, and take care of yourself. Do
not forget to ask if they will let me go with you.”57 In
the most detailed available record, taken down at the
Regional StB Headquarters in Pilsen, Valenta finally
confessed that he wanted to leave with his friend in
March, but that she changed her mind. This ten-page
document with some key information is dated 4 April
1951. The report of the same day implies that this
was the information report, which was being written
for a total of eight hours, with the exception of a
lunch break. The interrogator Blažek suggested that
Josef Klér should finally learn that Valenta had been
caught during the escape attempt. This was mainly a
strategic move “so that Klér did not want to blame
him for various things, in order to cover up for his
colleagues.”58 In Valenta’s case, surprisingly, Blažek
expressed the opinion that, provided the crucial points
in his statement turned out to be true, it would be best
to release him and give him the chance to engage in
production. In his report, the interrogator classified
Valenta’s invention of bearings as very valuable and
showed his concern regarding its destruction – the
state would apparently lose a lot.
However, the most valuable passage in the abovementioned document concerns a detailed description
of the journey to the false border. As it turned out, the
original intention took shape only after the meeting
with Klér, who offered Valenta a contact with a reliable person that could help him to cross the border.
Before everything was properly agreed, Valenta and
Klér met about six times during February. Klér was
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sure that he had everything under his control and
reassured Valenta that as soon as the smuggler got
in touch they would both come to him. The journey
was supposed to be easy and short, claimed the StB
member Budín, code name “Jarka,” who already gave
the account of the meeting. “Indeed, after about two
days Klér came, accompanied by a younger man,
whom he introduced as that Jarka,” Valenta was
saying about a month after this event. “It was in my
workshop, in the office. I acquainted the young man
with my decision and asked him what to put on and
what to take with me. He advised me to put on dark
clothes and ‘ski boots’ as there was still snow lying
in places.”59 They also agreed on a departure by car
from Pilsen.

Fig. 14: Thanks to the thorough paperwork of
the StB, we can reconstruct the course of the
operations “Kámen” or “Dřevorubec” with Emanuel
Valenta.

On Thursday, 1 March 1951 at 4 p.m., they all met in
Sirková Street. Valenta thanked Klér for his help and
promised not to forget about him. He also asked him
to send immediately five letters on his behalf – one
to the lawyer with an application for divorce and the
others in connection with his patents and enterprise.
He also handed him over a bundle of anonymous
letters with the password “Světlonoš”, as well as two
letters for his children with a book of his poems in
which he was saying goodbye to them. Those were
handed over in good order, together with money.
“I also gave Klér 5,000 crowns for my family, so
that they had something after my leaving,” Valenta
was recounting in detail during the interrogation of
4 April 1951. “Jarka the smuggler came with me and
our route would take us to Tachov. […] It was dark
when we got out at some crossroads. Here the driver
took out the suitcases and to my question, how much
I owe him, he said the amount of 2,000 crowns, which
I gave him and thanked him. […] on the spot where
[Jarka] told me that we were already at the border
and wanted to leave me. He described the onward
journey to me, how I can get to the road leading to
Bernau. […] Shortly after I started, I was stopped

by two men in uniforms, which I later recognized as
members of the German Border Guards. […] They
took me to the guardhouse building where there was
a sign ‘Deutsche grencpolizei’ [sic]. […] They required me to go to Cham, where the CIC Headquarters
is situated, and to promise that I relay everything I
know about the ČSR. […] I told them I had no notes
and could not talk to them about such matters, but
that I was willing to discuss these things with some
German technician. Then the commander got very
angry saying that there had already been enough
discussion, and then they treated me badly and took
me to the Czechoslovak border where I was handed
over.”60 In the conclusion of his comprehensive
statement, Valenta admitted in a resigned way that he
was guilty of acting against the people’s democratic
regime and expressed his wish to make amends in the
future through real work. Besides, what else could
be a more mitigating circumstance in assessing his
case, since he himself did not suspect anything about
the intelligence game, nor did his judge?
THE PROPOSAL FOR VALENTA’S RELEASE
REJECTED
In the middle of April 1951, there was a glimmer of
hope for Valenta. The interrogator Blažek, his superior Lieutenant Rataj and – last, but not least – Chief
Constable Matějka made a common decision and with
a three-page document, describing all the reasons
and circumstances (naturally, without mentioning
the intelligence game) they proposed the release of
the arrested person from detention. “He was really
striving and supporting both ill-treated people and
various people from concentration camps,” the
authors of the proposal of 13 April 1951 stated in
support of Valenta. “Furthermore, he brought 1 kg
of gunpowder to an illegal group in Doubravka and
supported them both financially and materially.
He also hindered production of his machines – an
invention, which was supposed to go to Germany,
but thanks to the intervention of Valenta these machines remained in ČSR until 1945. […] He has all
the potential, after having been appropriately instructed, to work well and train our young scientists
and engineers.”61 The point here is that Valenta’s
correspondence from war times again underwent a
thorough analysis. The StB officials wanted to be
reassured of his proper attitude and behavior. They
acquired copies of various letters for their case files.
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In short, due attention was given to the analysis of
Valenta’s activities in the Protectorate.
It was proven again that the Doctor of Mining
Sciences sincerely endeavored from the outset to
uphold economic and cultural values. For the bleeding nation under German occupation, he was offering himself literally as “a blood donor of pure and
brave heart.”62 One and a half years later, however,
in August 1940, he did not hide his disillusionment
anymore and wrote to the first chairman of the Czech
Union for Cooperation with Germans: “I have lost
many of the hopes with which I took on this thankless post in good faith. Based on my information
and the development of the political situation, the
horizon darkened so much that I am really not far
from deciding to get out of this strange association,
which the Union is becoming. It is not, however, in
my nature to abandon matters for which I sacrificed
many things, which I entered with a complete heart
and which are nowadays – to put it bluntly – disfiguring themselves silently.”63

Fig. 15: Emanuel Valenta with his granddaughter
Zuzana in 1965.

Valenta’s fate was then taken over by a comrade and
a regional commander, Captain Matěj Bálek. He
rejected the proposal for Valenta’s release and decided to file a criminal complaint.64 At first, a reduced
sentence was to be proposed, but Valenta should only
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have to prove his endeavor during that period. The
criminal complaint was sent to the State Prosecutor
on 24 April 1951. On the same day, the arrested was
escorted to the regional judicial prison in Pilsen
and “just for the record” the following explanation
was composed: “The valuables, confiscated from
Emanuel Valenta during the illegal crossing, were
handed over to the financial department of the United
National Committee in Pilsen, since they could not
be included in the criminal complaint as this involves an intelligence game.”65 The document, without
any addressee, was signed by Constable Blažek on
behalf of the third group of the sixth department of
the Regional StB Headquarters in Pilsen.
By the ruling of the District Court in Pilsen of 28
August 1951, Valenta was sentenced to three years
in prison. He “was guilty”, since “on 1 March 1951
in the area of Tachov he crossed the border of ČSR
into the American occupation zone of Germany and
thus left the territory of the Czechoslovak Republic
without a permit,” as the judgment states.66 Part of
the sentence was the loss of citizenship rights for
five years, confiscation of all property, a monetary
penalty of 10,000 crowns and a five-year prohibition
from residing in the districts bordering the American
zone in Germany. The appeal, submitted subsequently,
was rejected.
After having been released from prison, instead
of uranium mining in the Jáchymov mines, Valenta
worked as a stoker in the boiler room of the State
Scientific Library in Pilsen. He was still active manually, in particular in the study of foreign technical
literature, right up to 1970 when he suffered a slight
stroke. Emanuel Valenta died on 6 May 1971. Four
years later, Hana Moravcová and her husband bought
a house in Kyjov not far from Planá u Mariánských
Lázní, where they first went for weekends from Pilsen.
Since 1989, Valenta’s daughter has lived there with
the family of her daughter Zuzana. It is a stone’s
throw from Kyjov to Jalový Dvůr at Broumov, where
her father underwent interrogation in the building of
the false German customs house. None of the family
members had any idea about that until 2015! “Today,
from the perspective of my age and time spent, I
think that in spite of my father’s great professional
successes, his personal actions and behavior were
implicitly trusting and poetically naïve. He did not
realize the evil and monstrosity of the apparatus,
emerging after the war, conniving and transforming
the course of history into a tragic comedy that lasted
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POST SCRIPTUM
On 21 September 1951, Radio Free Europe was
broadcasting, as part of the program “My to víme” (=
We know that), a 15 minutes report called “Falešná
celnice” (= False Customs House). The author had
full awareness of the fact that the arrests of people at
the false borders were prepared by the State Security
Services in Klatovy, Mariánské Lázně, Karlovy Vary
and Cheb. There was, however, no mentioning of
the Regional StB Headquarters in Pilsen. Similarly,
inaccurate claims that the false German custom
houses were used “right until the end of 1950,” are
also proof of a successful concealment of the illegal
activities of Czechoslovak counterintelligence.68 In
September 2016, after private research the present
author lodged two criminal charges with the police

against all those identified as being involved in the
preparation of two operation “KÁMEN” crimes that
has still not been barred by a statute of limitation. The
police investigation of Valenta’s case was terminated
after one year, since all the identified StB members
were already dead.

© ABS Prague

40 long years,” reflects Hana Moravcová who, ironically, helped significantly with the reopening of the
very border crossing Mähring-Broumov in 1990.67

Fig. 16: Jaroslav Hakr with an “American CIC
officer” (StB collaborator Otto Jireček) in the
building of Zámeček in Jalový Dvůr during the
night of 9-10 September 1951.
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